neither x nor y equals the top element of the chain (if any
Proof. First assume (-1) holds. Note that * • Q is an operation on X since the chain is complete. We have 
To this end, it suffices to verify [
Next assume (0) holds. Observe that x and y are interchangeable with x → * • a and y → * • b, respectively, in (1) since x is a-closed, y is b-closed. That is, we may substitute x → * • a in place of x (and hence (x → * • a) → * • a = a in place of x → * • a), and y → * • b in place of y in (1) and apply the already proven case.
Replace Theorem 1 and its proof by the following (Fig. 1 remains unchanged 
The text after the proof of Theorem 2 remains unchanged until Corollary 2, which has to be replaced by: Fig. 2 .)
The rest of Section 2 remains unchanged.
